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We are proud to announce that we have 
developed a state-of-the-art range of DC 
Power Supplies (DPS). 

DPS are designed to provide a stable  
12 or 24 volt output for any auxiliary load 
where the input voltage level is critical. 

With its wide, 9-32 volt input range the 
DPS can be connected to a 12 or 24 volt 
vehicle system, offering unmatched 
flexibility and the ability to overcome 
voltage drop on long cable runs.

Based on the award-winning BCDC In-
vehicle Battery Charger platform, each 
DPS provides constant, regulated power 
for all types of loads - electric motors 
and solenoids - and are particularly 
well suited to power-sensitive devices 
like GPS, measurement equipment and 
computers. 

Designed for Australia’s harsh 
conditions, the DPS electronics are fully 
encapsulated enabling installation on a 
vehicle chassis rail, out in the elements.

The DPS is also protected against 
reverse polarity, spikes or surges, short 
circuit, overload and over temperature.

Why you need a DPS

Voltage spikes can occur when an engine 
starts or drop from engine cranking or if 
there is a particularly large load on the 
battery. Voltage drops can also happen 

with long cable runs, where the voltage 
from the power source will be reduced 
when it gets to the end of the trailer.

The DPS range has been specifically 
designed to eliminate automotive 
electrical system noise and voltage 
fluctuations, ensuring no interference on 
radio and communication systems.

The compact, robust design of the DPS 
ensures they are suitable for marine, 
recreational, mining and heavy trucking 
applications. 

The DPS is available in a range of power 
ratings in 12 or 24 volt output, each 
with three user-selectable output 
voltage levels designed to suit the 
requirements of any load.

REDARC has worked with trucking 
and OEMs for over 25 years and, 
over this time, there has been 
increasing demands placed on 
vehicle electronic systems. Reliability 
and increased productivity have been 
the key development drivers for the DPS 
range. 

Key trucking partners have been involved 
in the development of the DPS range - 
they’ve been tested on radio, EBS and 
ABS applications, boosting and reducing 
voltages.

For further information call 08 8322 4848 
or visit redarc.com.au

A spike in business is 
not always a good thing
Introducing REDARC’s new DC Power Supply

The DPS is available in four variants:
DPS1225 12 volt, 25 amp output
DPS1240 12 volt, 40 amp output
DPS2410 24 volt, 10 amp output
DPS2420 24 volt, 20 amp output

All charged up 2 0 1 5S P R I N G
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Community

REDARC is pleased to once again support 
the Governor’s Leadership Foundation 
(GLF) and sponsor the Dr Paul Collier 
scholarship for a third consecutive year. 

Dr Paul Collier was a leader in the disability 
arts community, founder of the Dignity for 
Disability Party, quadriplegic and graduate 
of the 2009 GLF program. He passed 
away in early 2010.

The scholarship will support participation 
in the GLF, a 10 month program designed 
to broaden, enhance and accelerate 
leadership capabilities. The Dr Paul Collier 
scholarship is available for a leader with a 
disability or a leader in an organisation that 
provides support for those with a disability.

The 2015 recipient of the Dr Paul Collier 
scholarship Rosemary McKenzie‑Ferguson 

stated the GLF year has been an 
interesting journey, she has discovered 
much and knows the discovery will just 
continue. 

The centre that she run has opened the 
world’s first “Bags of Love” op shop which 
is run entirely by injured workers for the 
benefit of injured workers doing return 
to community placements ‑ the funds 
raised help to cover the costs of running 
a “Bags of Love” emergency food project 
‑ which is again the only targeted food 
relief programme for injured workers in the 
world.

The 2016 scholarship recipient will be 
announced in November. For more 
information go to leadersinstitute.com.au

REDARC is pleased to announce the 
sponsorship of another team in the 
World Solar Car Challenge, the Adelaide 
University Solar Racing Team. This is 
in addition to the TAFE SA Solar team 
who REDARC have had a long standing 
relationship with. 

The 2015 World Solar Car Challenge 
commences on October 18th with the 
solar power vehicles travelling from Darwin 
and will finish in Adelaide on October 25th. 
A record‑breaking 47 teams from 
25 countries will take part in the challenge.

This year the race has seen the 
introduction of three racing classes, each 
with their own parameters, stages, goals 
and design philosophies.

The Adelaide University team will compete 
in the Challenger category. Their vehicle 
is a slick, single seat aerodynamic 
masterpiece built for sustained endurance 
and total energy efficiency.

The TAFE SA Solar team are competing 
in the Adventure category which allows 

cars built from previous races of the event 
to run again encouraging teams to work 
effectively with their available resources.

The World Solar Challenge is primarily 
a design competition to find the world’s 
most efficient electric car.  The biennial 
World Solar Challenge seeks to inspire 
some of the brightest young people on 
the planet to address the imperatives of 
sustainable transport. 

Managing Director Anthony Kittel said 
“Core to the success of REDARC is 
the continual investment in its people, 
encouraging them to keep setting the 
industry benchmark for energy efficiency 
and innovation, innovation in new 
products and new technologies, this is 
why REDARC also believes in investing 
in the community and these teams 
who are undertaking a unique personal 
development opportunity to participate on 
a global stage.” Good luck to both teams.

For more information check out 
worldsolarchallenge.org

REDARC congratulate Executive Risk Solutions 
for being awarded the 2015 Telstra Australian 
Business of the Year. 

Speaking at the award ceremony Anthony Kittel, 
REDARC’s Managing Director said that, through 
hard work and determination, a business 
can thrive ‑ not just survive. He encouraged 
everyone in attendance to deliver high levels of 
customer service and invest in their people. 

Governor’s Leadership Foundation - Dr Paul Collier Scholarship

World Solar Car Challenge

Telstra Business Awards 2015 winners

Paula Nagel AM, Rosemary McKenzie-
Ferguson with REDARC Managing Director, 
Anthony Kittel.

Other award winners on the night were:

Start‑up Furst Electrical

Micro Business Nexba

Small Business Cargo Crew 

Medium 
Business

Executive Risk 
Solutions

Regional Southern Cotton Gin
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Product preview

Lithium profile Manager30 
The Manager30 will soon be able to charge lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) auxiliary 
batteries as well as lead acid, gel, calcium and AGM batteries.

The additional charging profile for The Manager30 has been added as lithium iron 
phosphate batteries have become more popular. 

They have improved storage capacity relative to their size and weight, which makes 
them perfect for recreational vehicle power systems. 

They do require specific charging conditions in order to operate correctly and the 
battery itself must have cell balancing and an in‑built battery management system. 

REDARC have designed a charging profile to 
complement these in‑built battery management 
systems. 

Keep an eye out for more information on this 
product upgrade, due for release late October.

For more information on The Manager30 call 08 
8322 4848 or visit redarc.com.au/TheManager30

Partnering with industry

With the increasing popularity of lithium 
iron phosphate (LiFePO4) batteries in 
recreational and industrial applications, 
REDARC’s OEM Business Development 
Manager, Stuart Peddle, has been working 
with a number of Australian lithium battery 
manufacturers to help develop charging 
solutions that are suitable for LiFePO4 
auxiliary batteries. 

Lithium batteries have improved storage 
capacity for their size and weight, making 
them perfect for vehicle power systems.

They do, however require specific charging 
conditions in order to operate correctly 
and the battery itself must have an in‑built 
cell management system. 

REDARC have designed their products 
and charging profile to complement these 
in‑built systems.

One lithium battery manufacturer, 
Revolution Power Australia, and Stuart 
started working together trialling the 
range of REDARC LFP In‑vehicle Dual 
Battery Chargers and the soon‑to‑be‑
released lithium profile Manager30 (as 
featured below).

Revolution Power Australia fitted out a 
Toyota Tundra with an LFP1240 to charge 
one of their 100 amp lithium auxiliary 
batteries. 

The Tundra was also towing a 25 foot 
Jayco caravan with a field trial lithium 
profile Manager30, and went on a road trip 
from Brisbane to Sydney and back.

“We’ve been working with Revolution 
Power Australia to ensure our lithium 
charging profile has been extensively 
tested in the field, as well as being fully 
independently tested, just like we do with 
anything we make” Stuart said.

Revolution Power Australia and Stuart 
have also been working together on a field 
trial for a 24 volt lithium auxiliary charger, 
working with trucking companies running 
air‑conditioning units as well as their other 
auxiliary equipment such as fridges and 
microwaves. 

Working together, Revolution Power 
Australia and REDARC have been able to 
create a battery and charging system that 
runs an air‑conditioner whilst drivers are 
resting, helping businesses comply with 
WH&S regulations regarding work and rest 
requirements.

To find out more about lithium 
batteries and charging sources visit 
revolutionpoweraustralia.com.au or 
redarc.com.au 

Working at the 
forefront of lithium 
technology

REDARC - 
Platinum sponsor, 
Ashdown-Ingram 
gala dinner
REDARC wish to extend our whole‑
hearted congratulations to Ashdown‑
Ingram on the milestone of their 50th 
birthday by supporting their gala dinner 
as a platinum sponsor. REDARC are 
pleased to have been supplying product to 
Ashdown‑Ingram since 1989 and greatly 
appreciate the strong partnership that has 
developed over that time.

REDARC is pleased to support Ashdown‑
Ingram in their 50th birthday gala dinner. 

While reflecting on this milestone CEO & 
Managing Director, Anthony Kittel said 
“REDARC and Ashdown‑Ingram have built 
a solid foundation for growth, delivering 
innovative product solutions to our 
customer base and REDARC appreciate 
the commitment shown from Ashdown‑
Ingram to REDARC for our Australian 
designed and manufactured products.”

“We look forward to a strong future 
together.”

Developing new 
Hummingbird 
products
Now that the acquisition of Hummingbird 
has been completed, staff at REDARC 
and Hummingbird have been working 
together, sharing ideas on new product 
opportunities. 

Hummingbird is ideally positioned to act 
as a quick‑turnaround, bespoke product 
development house.

Their GPS and other related radio 
frequency technologies products are 
becoming popular in mining and fleet‑
based applications which are featured in 
the flyer enclosed with this newsletter.

To learn more about Hummingbird 
Electronics call 1300 155 541 or visit 
hmbe.com.au

Hummingbird
Electronics

Electronic
solutions
for all vehicles

Visit us at redarc.com.au | Email power@redarc.com.au | Phone 08 8322 4848



Product info

It’s the best feeling rolling out of the 
driveway at home in your fourby with the 
camper in tow, destined for your favourite 
campsite. 

Not a worry in the world other than 
whether you will wet a line tonight when 
you get there or wait till the morning. 

You can only get to this point after all the 
planning and setting up of the tow rig and 
the trailer has been done and dusted. 

So what things do you need to consider 
when it comes to towing safety and the 
rules and regulations? Here’s a few points 
to consider related specifically to trailer 
braking systems.

Does my trailer need brakes?
This article talks about trailers under 
4,500kg GTM, as this covers most of the 
recreational campers and caravans on the 
road. 

Trailers that weigh more than 750kg GTM 
and less than 2,000kg GTM must be fitted 
with trailer brakes on at least one axle. 

These can be any type of brake system 
including over‑run, electric magnet or 
electric hydraulic. 

Trailers that are heavier than 2,000kg 
GTM must have electric magnet or electric 
hydraulic brakes fitted to all axles. 

If electric magnet or electric hydraulic 
brakes are fitted the tow vehicle must have 
controls within the driver’s reach to be able 
to progressively adjust the force of the 
trailer braking system.

What is ATM and GTM?
ATM is the aggregate trailer mass ‑ the 
total fully‑loaded weight the trailer is 
allowed to be when it is not connected to 
the tow vehicle. 

GTM stands for gross trailer mass, which 
is the ATM minus the weight that is 
supported by the tow vehicle, known as 
the ball weight. 

These weights are “wet” ‑ meaning the gas 
bottles are filled as are the water tanks, the 
cupboards and, of course, the fridge.

Your local caravan yard should be able 
to measure the ball weight for you once 
you have packed the van for a trip. It is 
normally written on the compliance plate 
on the draw bar but the way the van 
is packed with your belongings could 
adversely affect this. 

You may need to adjust the way you pack 
to increase or decrease the ball weight to 
a level suitable for the vehicle and tow bar 
specifications. 

Once you know the ball weight, you can 
weigh the vehicle on its own and then, 
with the trailer on, work out your GTM or 
ATM to ensure it is within the specified 
range of both the trailer and tow vehicle 
manufacturers. 

This is critical for safe towing and, should an 
accident occur, you’ll know that your setup 
was safe in terms of weight for insurance 
purposes and the reason for the accident.

What are breakaway systems?
Breakaway systems (also known as an 
emergency brake system) need to be fitted 
to trailers that weigh more than 2,000kg 
GTM. 

The breakaway system engages the trailer 
brakes should it become detached ‑ or 
break away ‑ from the vehicle while driving. 

There is a pin connected to the vehicle 
by a cable or chain and is inserted into a 
switch on the drawbar. When the pin is 
pulled out the system knows the trailer has 
broken away from the tow vehicle. 

The trailer brakes will be applied and the 
system needs to be able to hold the trailer 
brakes on for over 15 minutes.

The breakaway system will usually have its 
own independent battery for this reason, 
so that it is not relying on potentially flat 
house batteries after camping or being 
parked for an extended period of time.

It is also required to have an indication of 
the breakaway battery condition that can 
be heard or seen from the driver’s normal 
seated position.

What types of trailer brakes 
are there?
Over-run brakes are the most basic of 
trailer brakes and are only allowed to be 
used on trailers under 2,000kg GTM. 

They have a sliding yoke in the tow hitch 
on the draw bar which allows the tow 
vehicle to pull away from the trailer to 
release the brakes or for the trailer to 
catch up or “over‑run” towards the back 
of the tow vehicle in order to apply the 
brakes. 

The harder the trailer pushes on the tow 
vehicle while it is braking, the harder the 
trailer brakes come on. 

This is not ideal on uneven terrain and 
hills, plus reversing can be difficult ‑ you 
need to engage a lock to stop the brakes 
coming on. 

Driving comfort is also compromised as 
the trailer pushing and pulling on the back 
of the car is more evident than with other 

braking systems. The brakes are actuated 
by cables or a hydraulic cylinder on the 
drawbar. 

Over‑run brakes do the job but do not 
allow the driver to adjust the trailer braking 
force at all. 

Electric magnet brakes use an electro‑
magnet to move the shoes in the drum 
brake assembly giving instant and variable 
control of brake force. 

Electric hydraulic brakes use a 
hydraulic pump to build pressure which 
is then regulated to the brake callipers on 
the disc brakes, also giving variable control 
though often with a slight delay. 

These are commonly used on boat trailers 
as electro‑magnets are not tolerant to 
being dipped in salt water repetitively. 

How do I control the trailer 
brakes?
Over‑run brakes do not allow any kind of 
control by the driver, so no additional parts 
are needed on the vehicle side for these 
systems. 

Electric magnet and electric hydraulic 
brakes on the other hand require a device, 
known as an electronic brake controller, to 
be fitted in the tow vehicle to enable the 
driver to change the trailer braking force as 
required. Some even allow you to operate 
the trailer brakes independently of the 
vehicle brakes to aid in controlling trailer 
sway. 

Some controllers need to be mounted on 
the dash in a certain orientation to perform 
correctly and manual selections used 
for changing settings between different 
braking systems. 

REDARC have a range of electronic brake 
controllers to suit all applications. Tow‑Pro 
is the latest addition to the REDARC 
lineup. 

Tow‑Pro has automatic and manual 
capabilities, remote head installation and 
the ability to power electric magnet or 
electric hydraulic trailer brakes without the 
need to change settings. With a Tow‑Pro 
you can stop anytime!

For more information on trailer brake 
system requirements visit comlaw.gov.au

For more information on brake controllers 
visit redarc.com.au 

Towing the line



REDARC Electronics has won the 
Award for Excellence in Innovation at the 
prestigious 2015 Technology Industry 
Association Achievement Awards. 

REDARC won the award for the 
revolutionary Tow‑Pro Electric Trailer 
Brake Controller, an innovative product 
that provides a new level of safety for 
customers towing caravans, camper 
trailers, horse floats and boat trailers.

The Technology Industry Association 
(TIA) is South Australia’s premier body 
representing the many innovative, 
technology‑based organisations in 
South Australia. TIA President Nigel 
Hall stated “The calibre of the nominees 
was extremely high and they give 
me full confidence in the exceptional 
achievements of technology‑based 
businesses in South Australia.”

“It is exciting to see that so many 
businesses are working on world‑leading 
technology and processes, and bringing 
these innovative products to market. The 
2015 nominees show that South Australia 
is competing in a global market, and 
despite regular business pressures, they 
are succeeding,” he said.

REDARC’s CFO Chris Johnson received 
the award on behalf of REDARC, with 

Managing Director, Mr Anthony Kittel 
stating that he was delighted to be 
recognised for the continual investment 
in R&D.

“Innovation is about transforming 
ideas into outstanding commercialised 
products that create new global business 
opportunities. 

Tow‑Pro is a world breakthrough in 
electric trailer braking that has been 
an overwhelming success with our 
customers, particularly the Grey Nomads. 
Our Engineers have developed patented 
technology that is incorporated into this 
unique product that we will open up new 
export markets for REDARC as well as 
creating new employment opportunities 
in our manufacturing facility in South 
Australia,” he said.

In a second award category, REDARC’s 
Manufacturing Engineer, James 
Albrechtsen took out the Young Achiever 
Award for demonstrating a commitment 
to excellence, a continuous improvement 
mentality and outstanding achievements in 
the workplace.

“James Albrechtsen is a high achiever 
and an outstanding young engineer and 
I wish him every success in his career. 
He has demonstrated great maturity and 

embraced technology to solve complex 
problems in his role as Manufacturing 
Engineer at REDARC,” said Anthony Kittel.

The TIA Achievement Awards night was 
held at the Adelaide Pavilion on July 24th 
2015.

For more information visit tia.asn.au 

Recently Ben Marsh, National Sales and 
Marketing Manager visited Germany and 
France to attend the Düsseldorf Caravan 
Salon, as well as meet with our French 
distributor Euro Accessoires. 

The Düsseldorf Caravan Salon is the 
world’s largest trade fair for caravans 
and motorhomes attracting over 200,000 
visitors a year and offers a unique insight 
into the recreational and leisure world.

As REDARC strives to innovate with new 
battery charging technology, being abreast 
of global trends, world premieres and 
product innovations is at the core of our 
new product development.

590 international exhibitors with 130 
caravan and motorhome brands exhibited 
at the show with over 2,000 leisure 
vehicles on display. Many caravanning 
enthusiasts also travelled to Düsseldorf 
with their own vehicles and over 60,000 
visitors spend the night in their own vehicle 
in a large car park north of the exhibition 
centre in thousands of serviced and 
unserviced parking spots. 

“We want to open the REDARC brand 
up to the international market, in order 
to do this and continue to deliver the 
best solution we need to have a deep 
understanding of our customer needs, 

by attending the Düsseldorf Caravan 
Salon it ensures our business can better 
service European caravan and motorhome 
manufacturers” said Ben.

Technology Industry Association Achievement Awards

Building relationships in Germany and France

Business update
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Community

Big Red Bash
REDARCs Stuart Peddle and Steve Moore 
were lucky enough to score the best work 
trip of the year ‑ to represent REDARC at 
The 2015 Birdsville Big Red Bash. 

The Big Red Bash is Australia’s most 
remote major music festival, set at the Big 
Red Dune 35km west of Birdsville on the 
eastern edge of the Simpson Desert. 

It is a celebration of the beauty and 
freedom of the outback and the desert.

Big Red is the last of around 1,100 dunes 
you need to cross if travelling across the 
Simpson Desert from the west, or the 
first dune to cross if you are heading west 
across the desert. 

The Big Red Dune is close to 40 metres 
high and makes the most spectacular 
natural stage backdrop in Australia. 

By day there are many people up on the 
dune enjoying the sweeping desert vista, 
by night it’s a huge natural canvas for 
spectacular lighting and effects as stage 
backdrop. 

REDARC were proud to be a sponsor of 
the sound and light spectacular that lit 
up the dune. The REDARC camper trailer 
was set up for the event with Stu and 
Steve camping in it and running product 
demonstrations for fellow campers, as 
well as touring other outback destinations 
like Maree, Lake Eyre, Cooper Creek, the 
Simpson Desert, Birdsville and Innaminka. 

REDARC look forward to being a part of 
The Birdsville Big Red Bash in 2016 ‑ and 
we hope to see you there!

Chad’s challenge
REDARC extend a huge congratulations 
to Chad Graham for achieving his goal 
of crossing Australia and raising funds 
for seriously ill children. On August 29th 
Chad set out in his off‑road buggy from 
Kalgoorlie WA and travelled almost 
5,000kms to Cobar NSW, a journey which 
took him 26 days. 

During his trip Chad raised an amazing 
$130,000 that will go towards his charity, 
Roll101, set up to provide equipment 
and support to seriously ill and disabled 
children caused by sporting injuries. 

REDARC was able to help Chad achieve 
his goal by donating a BMS1230, along 
with a number of other products to ensure 

Chad had all the power he needed during 
his trip. 

Upon completion of his challenge Chad 
thanked all his supporters for helping him 
achieve his dream. He was only 16 when 
his accident happened and hadn’t seen 
very much of Australia.

“The Challenge allowed me to see 
Australia, get up close to our amazing 
landmarks, meet some amazing people 
and show everyone that being in a 
wheelchair doesn’t have to stop you from 
living a normal life” he said.

Chad’s efforts have also won over 
NRL figures Jamie Soward and 
Nathan Hindmarsh, Ultimate Fighting 
Championship fighter James Te Huna, 

Bathurst 1000 winner Steven Richards and 
champion boxer Danny Green, who have 
all joined REDARC as supporters for Chad. 

To show your support for Chad visit 
chadschallenge.com.au

The Road to Rio
Tiffany visits Rio
With less than a year to go until the Rio 
2016 Olympic Games, a select group 
of cyclists from 20 countries flew to 
Brazil earlier this month for the official 
road cycling test event with Olympic 
hopeful Tiffany Cromwell invited to join 
the Australian delegation to test ride the 
courses and report back.

“It was exciting to go. It made everything 
a bit more real but it made me realise 
that there is a lot more work to be 
done between now and then, if I go” 
commented Tiffany.

“It is such a tremendous advantage to see 
the course beforehand and to test out the 
travel and time zone change and weather 

conditions. It also allows us to tailor our 
training and preparations as we build up to 
the Olympics,” explained Cromwell.

The course starts and finishes at 
Fort Copacabana, and will cover 
130.3 kilometres.

After this taste of the Rio Olympics, Tiffany 
is craving for more. But at the moment, 
selection is anything but certain, Tiffany 
is in the mix of contenders and REDARC 
wish her all the best for her races over the 
coming months to prove her ability.

Now that she has seen the course, 
however, Tiffany is more determined than 
ever. She missed out on team selection for 
London. 

“Now that I’ve had a little taste of Rio, 
I want this even more. It makes me hungry 
to go back and to represent Australia.”

“I want to be there and give it absolutely 
everything I can,” said Tiffany.

To keep up to date with Tiffany and her 
road to Rio, visit tiffanycromwell.com.au
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